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GAMING SYSTEM WITH EVENT SUBSTITUTION FEATURE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[001] The present invention relates generally to gaming systems and, more particularly, to a

gaming system having an event substitution feature.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[002] Gaming machines, such as slot machines, video poker machines, and the like, have

been a cornerstone of the gaming industry for several years. Generally, the popularity of such

machines with players is dependent on the likelihood (or perceived likelihood) of winning

money at the machine and the intrinsic entertainment value of the machine relative to other

available gaming options. Where the available gaming options include a number of

competing machines and the expectation of winning each machine is roughly the same (or

believed to be the same), players are most likely to be attracted to the most entertaining and

exciting of the machines.

[003] Consequently, shrewd operators strive to employ the most entertaining and exciting

machines available because such machines attract frequent play and, hence, increase

profitability to the operator hi the competitive gaming machine industry, there is a

continuing need for gaming machine manufacturers to produce new types of games, or

enhancements to existing games, which will attract frequent play by enhancing the

entertainment value and excitement associated with the game.

[004] One concept that has been successfully employed to enhance the entertainment value

of a game is that of a "secondary" or "bonus" game which may be played in conjunction with

a "basic" game. The bonus game may comprise any type of game, either similar to or

completely different from the basic game, and is entered upon the occurrence of a selected

event that may be dependent upon or independent of the outcome of the basic game. Such a

bonus game produces a significantly higher level of player excitement than the basic game

because it provides a greater expectation of winning than the basic game. The bonus game

may be a community event in which multiple players participate. The community event may

offer participating players the opportunity to compete against, or collaborate with, each other

and to share in community awards. One challenge in designing community events is how to

treat a player who is not eligible to participate in a community event when it is first triggered



but becomes eligible to participate in the community event while it is in progress and the

community event is triggered again.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[005] In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, a method for conducting a

communal wagering game on a plurality of gaming machines is disclosed. The method

comprises conducting a first community event. If a second community event is triggered

while the first community event is being conducted, a substitute event is conducted in place

of the second community event. If the second community event is triggered after the first

community event is completed, the second community event is conducted.

[006] h accordance with another aspect of the present invention, a method for conducting a

communal wagering game on a plurality of gaming machines is disclosed. The method

comprises triggering a first community event and providing access to one or more first

gaming machines from the plurality of gaming machines to participate in the first community

event. Access to a second community event is provided prior to completion of the first

community event. One or more second gaming machines are selected from the plurality of

gaming machines to participate in the second community event. The one or more second

gaming machines are different from the one or more first gaming machines. A substitute

award is provided to the one or more second gaming machines without playing the second

community event.

[007] hi accordance with some aspects of the present invention, a computer readable storage

medium is encoded with instructions for directing a gaming system to perform one or more of

the above methods.

[008] hi accordance with yet another aspect of the present invention, a gaming system for

playing a wagering game is disclosed. The gaming system comprises a plurality of gaming

machines, at least one community display, and at least one controller. The plurality of

gaming machines is adapted to display at least one basic wagering game thereon and to

provide an award therefrom. The at least one community display displays a community event

thereon. The at least one controller is in communication with the at least one community

display and the plurality of gaming machines. The controller is operative to trigger a first

community event, determine one or more first gaming machines from the plurality of gaming



machines to participate in the first community event, trigger a second community event prior

to completion of the first community event, and provide a substitute award to one or more

second gaming machines of the plurality of gaming machines without playing the second

community event.

[009] The above summary of the present invention is not intended to represent each

embodiment, or every aspect, of the present invention. This is the purpose of the figures and

the detailed description which follow.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The foregoing and other advantages of the invention will become apparent upon

reading the following detailed description and upon reference to the drawings.

[0011] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a video gaming machine according to one embodiment

of the present invention.

[0012] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the gaming machine of FIG. 1.

[0013] FIG. 3 is a gaming system of interconnected video gaming machines and signage

according to one embodiment of the present invention, one gaming machine achieving a

progressive game and the other three gaming machines being able to make a side wager on

the progressive game.

[0014] FIG. 4 is a flowchart describing the operation of the gaming machines and the signage

of FIG. 3.

[0015] FIG. 5 is an illustration of a progressive game screen which may be implemented on

the gaming machine achieving the progressive game at step 62 of FIG. 4.

[0016] FIG. 6 is an illustration of a "Build Houses" screen which appears on the video

display of the gaming machines able to make a side wager at step 66 in FIG. 4.

[0017] FIG. 7 is an illustration of a progressive game play screen which may appear on the

video display of the gaming machines able to make a side wager at step 70 of FIG. 4.

[0018] FIG. 8 is an illustration of a progressive game play screen which may appear on the

video display of the gaming machine achieving the progressive game and the signage of FIG.

3 at step 70 of FIG. 4.

[0019] FIG. 9 is an illustration of a gaming system of interconnected gaming machines and

signage, according to one embodiment.



[0020] FIG. 10 is an illustration of a deed selection screen, according to one embodiment of

the present invention.

[0021] FIG. 11a is an illustration of a communal display, according to one embodiment of the

present invention.

[0022] FIG. 1Ib is an illustration of a first individual game screen displayed on a video

display while the communal game screen is displayed on a community display, according to

one embodiment of the present invention.

[0023] FIG. lie is an illustration of a second individual game screen displayed on a video

display while the communal game screen is displayed on a community display, according to

one embodiment of the present invention.

[0024] FIG. 12 is an illustration of a special-event game screen, according to one

embodiment of the present invention.

[0025] FIG. 13a is an illustration of an elimination-type game displayed on a community

display, according to one embodiment of the present invention.

[0026] FIG. 13b is an illustration of the elimination-type game of FIG. 13a after several of a

plurality of value-bearing symbols have been removed.

[0027] FIG. 14 is an illustration of an increasing-award community event adapted to be

displayed on a community display, according to one embodiment of the present invention.

[0028] FIG. 15a is an illustration of a value-selector community event adapted to be

displayed on a community display, according to one embodiment of the present invention.

[0029] FIG. 15b is an illustration of a final game screen for the value-selector community

event of FIG. 15a.

[0030] FIG. 16a is an illustration of a progressive community event, according to one

embodiment of the present invention.

[0031] FIG. 16b is an illustration of the selection of a selectable symbol along a selection

chain of the progressive community event of FIG. 16a.

[0032] FIG. 16c is an illustration of the resetting of an award level after the selection of the

selectable symbol along the selection chain of FIG. 16b.

[0033] FIG. 17 is flowchart for awarding a substitute community-event award, according to

one embodiment of the present invention.



[0034] While the invention is susceptible to various modifications and alternative forms,

specific embodiments have been shown by way of example in the drawings and will be

described in detail herein. It should be understood, however, that the invention is not

intended to be limited to the particular forms disclosed. Rather, the invention is to cover all

modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and scope of the invention

as defined by the appended claims.

DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

[0035] Turning now to the drawings and referring initially to FIG. 1, a video gaming machine

10 is depicted that may be used to implement the enhanced progressive game according to the

present invention. The gaming machine 10 includes a video display 12 that may comprise a

CRT, LCD, plasma, LED, electro-luminescent display, or generally any type of video display

known in the art. In the illustrated embodiment, the gaming machine 10 is an "upright"

version in which the video display 12 includes a touch screen and is oriented vertically

relative to the player. It will be appreciated, however, that any of several other models of

gaming machines are within the scope of the present invention, including, for example, a

"slant-top" version in which the video display is slanted at about a 30° angle toward the

player, or gaming machines that include mechanical, rather than video, displays.

[0036] In one embodiment, the gaming machine 10 is operable to play a game entitled WHO

DUNNIT?™ having a mystery theme. The WHO DUNNIT?™ game features a basic game in

the form of a slot machine with five simulated spinning reels and a bonus game with selection

options directing game activities on the video display 12. Such a gaming machine is

disclosed in detail in U.S. Patent No. 6,960,136 issued on July 11, 2005, which is

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. It will be appreciated, however, that the

gaming machine 10 may be implemented with games other than the WHO DUNNIT?™ game

and/or with several alternative game themes.

[0037] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a control system suitable for operating the gaming

machine 10. Coin/credit detector 14 signals a CPU 16 when a player has inserted a number of

coins or played a number of credits. Then, the CPU 16 executes a game program which

causes the video display 12 to display the basic game that includes simulated reels with

symbols displayed thereon. The player may select the number of paylines to play and the



amount to wager via touch screen input keys 17. The basic game commences in response to

the player activating a switch 18 in a lever or push button, causing the CPU 16 to set the reels

in motion, randomly select a game outcome, and then stop the reels to display symbols

corresponding to the pre-selected game outcome. Preferably, certain basic game outcomes

cause the CPU 16 to enter a bonus mode, which causes the video display 12 to show a bonus

game, as is known in the art.

[0038] A system memory 20 stores control software, operational instructions, and data

associated with the gaming machine 10. In one embodiment, the system memory 20

comprises a separate read-only memory (ROM) and battery-backed random-access memory

(RAM). It will be appreciated, however, that the system memory 20 may be implemented on

any of several alternative types of memory structures or may be implemented on a single

memory structure. To provide gaming functions, the CPU 16 executes one or more game

programs stored in a computer readable storage medium, in the form of the system memory

20. A payoff mechanism 22 is operable in response to instructions from the CPU 16 to award

a payoff of coins or credits to the player in response to certain winning outcomes which may

occur in the basic game or bonus game. The payoff amounts corresponding to certain

combinations of symbols in the basic game are predetermined according to a pay table stored

in system memory 20. The payoff amounts corresponding to certain outcomes of the bonus

game are also stored in system memory 20.

[0039] The gaming machine 10 of FIGS. 1 and 2 is a gaming terminal that receives inputs,

randomly selects outputs and displays outputs, as controlled by the internal CPU 16. It will

be appreciated, however, that the present invention can be used by gaming terminals

controlled by external CPUs.

[0040] While the gaming machine 10 of FIGS. 1 and 2 has been described with respect to

providing a player a basic game and a bonus game, the gaming machine 10 can be connected

to a progressive game to which several gaming machines are linked. This gaming network

and, in particular, the novel side wagering feature that can be activated by the player of the

gaming machine 10 will be described below with reference to FIGS. 3-7.

[0041] Referring now to FIG. 3, a gaming system 28 of gaming machines 10a, 10b, 10c, 1Od

is shown. The four gaming machines 10a, 10b, 10c, 1Od are of the type described above in

relation to FIGS. 1 and 2. The four gaming machines 10a, 10b, 10c, 1Od are interconnected



and included under signage 30. The signage 30 includes a game screen 32 for displaying the

progressive game which, in this embodiment, is the MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™ game,

and at least one jackpot screen 34 displaying a plurality of dollar amounts for a multi-level

progressive game. In this embodiment, there are three dollar amount levels: a Mini Jackpot,

a Maxi Jackpot, and a Mega Jackpot. In other embodiments, there may be any number of

progressive jackpots.

[0042] The signage 30 includes a signage controller 36 that is connected to each of the four

gaming machines 10a, 10b, 10c, 1Od. The signage controller 36 transmits information to and

receives information from the CPU 16 (FIG. 2) in each of the four gaming machines 10a, 10b,

10c, 1Od throughout the game. The gaming system 28 allows for various aspects of the

gaming machines 10a, 10b, 10c, 1Od, such as playing progressive games to be controlled

through the signage controller 36 in the signage 30. Thus, all of the gaming machines 10a,

10b, 10c, 1Od are linked to the progressive game.

[0043] Turning now to FIG. 4, the operation of the progressive game of the gaming system 28

will be described. Reference to FIGS. 5-8 will be made to best describe this operation. In

step 60, a player at the gaming machine 10 begins a game by any conventional method (e.g.,

inserting coins or using credits). Each gaming machine 10a, 10b, 10c, 1Od has a basic game

that involves a player choosing a number of paylines to play and choosing a wager to place on

each payline. In some embodiments, there are a maximum of nine paylines. After choosing

how many paylines to play, the player selects how many credits (e.g., 1-5) to wager on each

payline. Any player who plays the maximum number of paylines - in the case of the WHO

DUNNIT™ gaming machine 10, nine paylines - is eligible to be invited to play in the

progressive game. At step 62, it is determined if the progressive game has been randomly

triggered by the CPU 16 of the gaming machine 10. This happens when a start progressive

outcome, e.g, a combination of jackpot signals, occurs on the screen. If the progressive

outcome is not reached, then the gaming machine 10 continues to operate normally. Thus, the

player continues to choose the wager amount for each line, spins the reels, and any pay out or

bonus games are played normally. Once the game ends, the player is either paid out or more

coins/credits are requested for another game.

[0044] If, at step 62, one of the gaming machines 10a -which will be referred to as the

progressive play gaming machine 10a - has been selected for the progressive game, the basic



game initially continues as normal, with the player playing the basic game and any bonus

games. The CPU 16 of the progressive play gaming machine 10a sends a signal to the

signage controller 36 that the progressive game has been activated. After the basic game and

bonus game have finished, at step 64, the player is notified that the progressive game has been

triggered (as shown in FIG. 5).

[0045] In this embodiment, the progressive game is the MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™

game, which has a board game (e.g., MONOPOLY) theme and is implemented on the game

screen 32 and video display 12 of all of the gaming machines 10a, 10b, 10c, 1Od. The board

game defines a plurality of stations or squares about a game board traversable by a game

token, or token "identifier" indicating the position of a token, or player. For example, in one

embodiment, a token "identifier" comprises an illuminated station of the game screen 32

indicating the position of a token. Hereinafter, references to displaying the position of a

token, or player, shall be understood to mean the display of either an actual game token or a

token identifier on a game board or portion thereof.

[0046] When the player enters the progressive game at step 64, the video display 12 of the

progressive play gaming machine 10a instructs the player to select a token 40 (shown as a

"SHOE" in FIGS. 7 and 8). In the MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™ game, a screen may be

displayed that shows an animated Rich Uncle Pennybags symbol above a selection of

MONOPOLY tokens 40 (e.g., "CAR," "DOG," "HORSE," "SHOE" and "HAT"), and the

player is prompted to select one of the game tokens 40. Such a method and others are

disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 6,315,660, which is incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety.

[0047] Also at step 64, the signage controller 36 sends a side wager inquiry signal that

notifies the players at other gaming machines 10b, 10c, 1Od in the system 28 - hereinafter

referred to as the side wager gaming machines 10b, 10c, 1Od - that someone is entering the

progressive game.

[0048] Then, at step 66, a screen is displayed on the video display 12 of the side wager

gaming machines 10b, 10c, 1Od, giving the other players the opportunity to make side wagers

on the stations of the game board which the player predicts will be landed on during the

progressive game. The side wagerers are given a particular amount of time (e.g., 30 seconds)

to make any side wagers. The time to make a side wager may be counted down by a clock on



the display 12 of the side wager gaming machines 10b, 10c, 1Od. The increments of the side

wagers which may be made on the various stations may be varied according to the game

program. For example, in the MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND progressive game, the player

has the opportunity to "build" houses (make side wagers) on the properties of the

MONOPOLY board which the player predicts will be landed on during the progressive game.

The amount of the side wager corresponds to the "cost" of the houses built on the various

properties, which generally varies according to the property selected.

[0049] While still at step 66, and after the selection of a property, the signage controller 36

operates to display a property deed 44 (FIG. 6) corresponding to the selected property on the

video display 12 of whichever side wager gaming machine 10b, 10c, 1Od that is making the

wager. In FIG. 6, the property deed shown on the video display 12 of the side wager gaming

machines 10b, 10c, 1Od is "Baltic Avenue," thus indicating that the player has elected to build

houses on Baltic Avenue. More specifically, the player has identified the "Baltic Avenue"

station as a predicted landing position of the token 40. The player builds houses on the

selected property by any number of methods, including touching the deed 44 or touching a

specific key 42. The cost of the houses may vary depending on the property, such as

disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 6,315,660, which was incorporated by reference above.

[0050] While still at step 66, the cost of the houses is subtracted from the credits previously

earned or paid into the side wager gaming machine 10b, 10c, 1Od by the player. In one

embodiment, the player may insert coins or bills into the side wager gaming machine 10b,

10c, 1Od at any time during display of the screen shown in FIG. 6 to increase the credits

available for building houses. Various keys 46, 48 are provided to allow the players to clear

their side wagers should they desire to do so before the beginning of the progressive game.

Once the side wagers are made, a side wager response signal is transmitted from the side

wager gaming machine 10b, 10c, 1Od to the signage controller 36 indicating that the side

wager has been made.

[0051] Also occurring at step 66, the video display 12 displays a number of house and hotel

icons corresponding to the number of houses built on each selected propert y hi FIG. 6, for

example, the video display 12 shows four green house icons and a red hotel icon represents

the fifth wager placed on Baltic Avenue. The displayed property deed 44 identifies the cost



per house (e.g., credits for Baltic Avenue) and the pay value of landing on the property (e.g.,

125 credits for Baltic Avenue, with five houses).

[0052] At step 68, once the player of the progressive play gaming machine 10a (FIG. 3)

selects a token 40 and all side wagers have been placed, the signage controller 36 displays a

portion of the game board on the video display 12 of all of the gaming machines 10a, 10b,

10c, 1Od with the selected token 40 on a starting station of the game board. The signage

controller 36 also illuminates the starting station on the game screen 32. For example, in the

MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™ game, the starting station is the "GO" square. The

signage controller 36 then randomly selects an integer movement value defining a number of

stations or steps which the token 40 is to be moved from the GO square.

[0053] In one embodiment, the player "rolls" a pair of dice 49 (FIG. 3) by touching a "Roll

Dice" key 50 or "Auto Roll" key 52 on the video display 12 of the progressive play gaming

machine 10a. At step 70, token 40 (FIGS. 7 and 8) is advanced across the game board

according to the roll of the dice. On the game screen 32 (FIG. 3), movement is illustrated by

the illumination, in step-wise fashion, of the appropriate stations (squares) on the game board

(e.g., MONOPOLY board) from the previous position to the position determined by the roll

of dice. On the video display 12 of the gaming machines 10a, 10b, 10c, 1Od, movement is

illustrated by the selected game token (e.g., "SHOE") moving, one space at a time, a

corresponding number of spaces on a scrolling portion of the game board. The landing of the

token 40 on a particular square or station of the game board constitutes an event in the

progressive game.

[0054] At step 72, after each roll, the player of the progressive game machine 10a is awarded

a point amount that corresponds to the square. In the MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™

game, if the token 40 lands on a "Chance" or "Community Chest" station (square) during the

progressive game, the player playing the progressive game receives an award of a fixed

number of points (e.g., "BANK ERROR IN YOUR FAVOR, 100 points), or they can move

the player to a new space (e.g., GO BACK THREE SPACES). If the token 40 lands on a

property, various points are awarded to the player hi some embodiments, the points awarded

may be dependent on the value of the property, as described in U.S. Patent No. 6,315,660.

[0055] Then, at step 72, the signage controller 36 compares the event to the position(s)

wagered on by the side wager gaming machines 10b, 10c, 1Od and, if the event matches any



of the position(s) wagered on, the player who made the side wager is paid an amount of coins

or credits, as appropriate, corresponding to the cost of building the house(s) on that property.

[0056] Next, at step 74, the signage controller 36 determines if the player has moved once

around the entire board. If the answer is "no," the program returns to step 68 and the dice is

rolled, creating a new event. If the answer is "yes," then the progressive game has ended and

the program moves to step 76 and awards credits to the player of the progressive game.

[0057] In a preferred embodiment, at step 76, the payout amount that the progressive game

player wins is dependent upon the amount of points that were earned. In some embodiments,

the progressive game may comprise multiple jackpots of varying amounts. The more points

that the player accumulates during the game, the more credits or money that is paid to the

player at the end. As shown in FIG. 3, the gaming system 28 has three payouts, or levels: a

mini progressive, a maxi progressive, and a mega progressive. The mini progressive pays out

when a player earns between 0 and 499 points during the progressive game, the maxi

progressive pays out to players who have earned between 500 and 999 points, and the mega

progressive only pays out to players who earn more than 1000 points during the progressive

game.

[0058] Once one of the levels of a progressive game has been paid out, that level resets itself

to the base amount. The other progressives that did not pay out keep increasing until

someone wins that progressive jackpot. The progressive jackpots are created by a base

amount being put into the pot (e.g., $1,000 for the mini, $3,000 for the maxi, and $5,000 for

the mega). Then, every time one of the gaming machines 10a, 10b, 10c, 1Od in the system 28

is played, a percentage of the amount wagered is placed into each of the progressives hi

some embodiments, 1% may go to the mini progressive, 1A0 o to the maxi progressive, and

1A0 o to the mega progressive. Because the maxi progressive and the mega progressive

payouts less often than the mini progressive, less money needs to go to fund these

progressives.

[0059] After the credits are all awarded and the progressive has been reset, the program goes

back to step 60, with a player playing the maximum number of paylines on the machine.

[0060] hi another embodiment, the present invention may operate to allow other players to

make side wagers when one player has reached any special gaming session. The special



gaming session is any game other than the basic game depicted in FIG. 1. For example, the

special gaming session may be a bonus game or a progressive game.

[0061] In some embodiments, only the side wager gaming machine 10b, 10c, 1Od displays the

wager made. A screen displaying the game board may appear on the machine with houses

placed on the property on which the player wagered. In other embodiments, the side wagers

may be displayed on the game screen 32, with different color houses representing the

different players. In either embodiment, multiple players can place side wagers on the same

property. For example, two different players can each place five houses on Baltic Avenue.

[0062] In an alternative embodiment, the person playing the progressive game can also make

side wagers on the various events of the game. The progressive play gaming machine 10a

would then perform all of the functions described above with respect to the side wager

gaming machines 10b, 10c, 1Od. The display 12 in FIG. 8 would then also depict the side

wagers placed by the person playing the progressive gaming machine 10a.

[0063] In some embodiments, the amount of points awarded for the "Chance" or

"Community Chest" cards is dependent on the amount wagered by the player per each payline

in the basic game. A player who wagered the minimum amount per each payline will receive

fewer points than a player who wagers the maximum amount per each payline, even if they

draw the same card. For example, the card "Grand Opera Opening" has a payout of 9 credits.

In this embodiment, that may be the payout for someone who wagered 1 out of a possible 5

credits. For someone who wagered 5 credits, the payout may be 45 credits. Also, the card

marked "Go Back Three Spaces" may have multiple space numbers depending on the amount

wagered. For example, if only 1 credit is wagered, the card may read "Go Back Two Spaces,"

but if the player wagered the maximum amount, the card may read "Go Back Five Spaces,"

thus giving that player more chances to land on property and earn more points.

[0064] In another alternative embodiment, the side wager gaming machines 10b, 10c, 1Od are

offered the chance to place a wager on what the outcome of the progressive game will be. In

other words, the side wager gaming machines 10b, 10c, 1Od can send a side wager response

signal placing a wager on whether the player of the progressive play gaming machine 10a will

win the mini jackpot, the maxi jackpot, or the mega jackpot. The side wager gaming

machines 10b, 10c, 1Od will be credited as described above if the predicted outcome matches

the outcome of the progressive game.



[0065] In another alternative embodiment, at step 62 in FIG. 4, it is the signage controller 36,

not the CPU 16, that randomly starts the progressive game. In this embodiment, the signage

controller 36 sends a signal to the CPU 16 of the next gaming machine 10 that places a wager

that the progressive game has been triggered. The rest of the game proceeds as described

above.

[0066] Referring now to FIG. 9, a gaming system 128 comprising a bank of gaming machines

110a-f is illustrated in accord with one embodiment of the present invention. The gaming

machines 110a-f may be of the type described above with respect to FIGS. 1-2 or any other

type of gaming machine suitable for operating a wagering game. The gaming machines 110a-

f are interconnected and included under signage 130. The signage 130 includes a community

display 132 for displaying a community event thereon. According to one embodiment, the

community display 132 is one or more plasma displays visible to each player seated at the

bank of gaming machines 110a-f.

[0067] The signage 130 includes a signage controller (not shown) similar in operation to the

signage controller 36 described above with respect to FIG. 3. The signage controller is

connected to one or more of the gaming machines 10a-f and transmits information to and

receives information from the CPU (FIG. 2) in one or more of the gaming machines 110a-f

throughout the wagering game. The gaming system 128 allows for various aspects of the

gaming machines HOa-f, such as playing communal games, to be controlled through the

signage controller in the signage 130.

[0068] According to one embodiment, a community event includes a plurality of elements

displayed on the community display 132. One or more of the plurality of elements has a

communal value associated therewith. The communal value represents the base award

provided to a player participating in the community event when a particular element is earned.

As will be discussed below with respect to FIGS lla-c, the communal value may be

increased for each player participating in the community event based on the value-

enhancement parameter that has been earned by the individual player. The community event

may be, for example, a MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™ game, a different MONOPOLY ®

game, or any other type of communal game.

[0069] The community event may be initiated by achieving a winning combination of

symbols on any of the gaming machines 110a-f within the bank or by the signage controller



independent of the symbols appearing on the gaming machines 110a-f. Once a community

event has been initiated, a plurality of players at the bank of gaming machines 110a-f are

selected to participate in a communal wagering game. According to one embodiment, the

players are selected based on their time eligibility as determined by their recent wager history.

[0070] Time eligibility is measured using, for example, a time slice, which is the amount of

time that a wagered amount gives eligibility to the player for entry into the communal

wagering game. A time-slice counter is used to increment and/or decrement time slices for

increasing and/or decreasing the time that the player is eligible to participate in the communal

wagering game. If the player has eligibility during an increment of time when the community

event is triggered, then the player is allowed to play the communal wagering game. The

player may also be provided with a value-enhancement parameter within the communal

wagering game based on the player's betting history, as will be discussed below with respect

to FIGS. 1la-c. The value-enhancement parameter may include a plurality of levels that can

be earned by the player by wagering on the basic wagering game. Each level has a certain

maximum number of purchasable time slices.

[0071] FIGS. 10-13b illustrate various aspects of a communal bonus game operable on the

above-described gaming system 128. In the illustrated embodiments, a MONOPOLY ONCE

AROUND™ game is used as an example of one type of communal game that may

incorporate the various aspects of the present invention. However, it should be noted that

other game types, styles, and features may be utilized in accordance with the present

invention.

[0072] Referring now to FIG. 10, a plurality of elements (e.g., a plurality of stations 152) are

displayed on the video display 112. In the illustrated embodiment, the stations 152 are

aligned to form a trail 150. Once a plurality of players have been selected to participate in the

communal wagering game, each player is provided an opportunity to select a plurality of

deeds 160 (e.g., up to 5) that represent individual stations 152 along the trail 150. As

illustrated in FIG. 10, the player has selected a first deed 162 that represents "VERMONT

AVENUE."

[0073] The various deeds 160 are arranged so as to allow the player to select the deeds 160 by

utilizing the touch screen input keys 17 (FIG. 2) or other input means. In some embodiments,

the player is given a predetermined length of time to select the required number of deeds 160.



If the player fails to select the required amount of deeds 160 in the allotted period of time, the

gaming system 128 automatically selects the remaining number of deeds 160 for the player.

[0074] One method to facilitate automatic selection is to indicate to a player which of the

deeds 160 will be selected for the player once the time expires. For example, in the illustrated

embodiment, deeds 166a, 166b, and 166c are slightly raised from the other deeds 160. The

raised deeds 166a-c indicate to a player that these deeds 166a-c will be selected by the gaming

system 128 for the player if the player does not choose otherwise. In addition to the raised

deeds 166a-c, a highlighted, raised deed 164 may also be provided to indicate that the next

player selection will void the automatic selection of the highlighted, raised deed 164 by the

gaming system 128.

[0075] Thus, for embodiments where five deed selections are required, five deeds among the

plurality of deeds will be randomly selected and raised by the gaming system 12S, with one of

the raised deeds being highlighted. Once a player chooses a first deed, the highlighted, raised

deed will be lowered and one of the remaining four raised deeds will become the highlighted,

raised deed. This process will continue until all five deeds are selected by the player or the

predetermined time period has expired —at which time the remaining raised deeds will be

automatically selected for the player.

[0076] One or more of the stations 152 has a communal value 168 associated therewith.

When a deed 160 representing a particular one of the stations 152 is selected, the communal

value 168 for that particular station 152 is increased for the player that selected the deed 160.

Thus, the selection of one or more deeds allows a player to increase the award value of a

particular station 152 if the station 152 is earned during the communal wagering game.

[0077] Referring also to FIGS lla-c, another method for enhancing, and displaying the

enhanced, award values is illustrated, according to one embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 11a illustrates a community display 132 for displaying the above-described communal

wagering game. The community display 132 displays the trail 150 as well as the communal

values 168 associated with one or more of the plurality of stations 152. The communal values

168 vary for the plurality of different stations 152 included within the trail 150.

[0078] As discussed above, when the community event is initiated, a determination is made

as to which players at the plurality of gaming machines 110a-f are eligible to participate in the

communal wagering game. A determination is also made as to whether to apply a value-



enhancement parameter to the player's gaming machine and if so, what the value of the

parameter will be. For example, in one embodiment the player's betting history prior to the

initiation of the bonus event will determine the value of the player's value-enhancing

parameter. In other embodiments, the length of the gaming session, total credits wagered,

speed of play, credits earned, etc. can be used to determine the player's value-enhancing

parameter.

[0079] The value-enhancing parameter enhances the communal values 168 associated with

the stations 152 to arrive at a player value for the stations 152. The value-enhancing

parameter can be, for example, a multiplier that is applied to each of the communal values

168 to increase the communal values 168 by the particular multiplier value (e.g., Ix, 2x, 3x).

According to other embodiments, the value-enhancing parameter is a predetermined amount

or selected from a predetermined range of amounts.

[0080] As illustrated in FIGS llb-c, the player values 172a, 172b are increased based on the

determined value-enhancement parameter for each player. As illustrated in FIG. lib, the

value-enhancement parameter is a 5x multiplier and the first player values 172a displayed on

the first video display 112a are five times greater than the communal values 168 displayed on

the community display 132 in FIG. 11a. Similarly, in FIG. lie the value-enhancement

parameter is a 3x multiplier and the second player values 172b displayed on the second video

display 112b are three times greater than the standard communal values 168.

[0081] In addition to the value-enhancement parameters increasing the communal values 168,

a plurality of markers 174 (e.g. hotels) are utilized to designate the stations 152 for which

deeds 160 were previously selected by the player. The player values 172a, 172b for those

stations 152 for which the player selected a deed 160 (FIG. 10) are further increased. In the

illustrated example, the selection of a deed 160, as described with respect to FIG. 10, results

in a 2x multiplier being applied to the communal value 168 for the selected properties. This

2x multiplier is in addition to the value-enhancing parameters that were previously applied to

the communal values 168, and creates an added-value station along the trail 150. Each of the

stations 152 designated with a marker 174 are referred to as added-value stations.

[0082] As discussed above with respect to FIG. 4, in the MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™

game, a game token 140 begins at a first station along a trail, such as the GO station on a

MONOPOLY board. The signage controller randomly generates a length of advancement



(e.g., a number of spaces) that the token 140 will move along the trail 150. The signage

controller continues to randomly generate lengths of advancement until the token 140 has

completed a single circuit around the trail 150 so as to pass the GO station.

[0083] As illustrated in FIGS. 11a, the token 140 has advanced to "ORIENTAL AVENUE"

and the associated payout deed 170 is displayed to the player on the community display 132.

The payout deed 170 displays the communal value 168 for the particular station 152 to the

players, while each player is awarded their respective player values 172a, 172b for the station

152. Once the player values 172a, 172b have been awarded, the controller generates another

length of advancement and the token 140 moves further along the trail 150. It should be

noted that each player participating in the communal wagering game may be prompted to

select an individualized token 140a, 140b (FIGS llb-c) that is displayed on the first and

second video displays 112a, 112b, respectively.

[0084] The individualized tokens 140a, 140b may also be utilized to represent the player on

the community display 132. For example, the community display may include a plurality of

player-award meters 190a, 190b used to display the award accrued by the individual players.

The player-award meters 190a, 190b are also displayed on the first and second video displays

112a, 112b respectively. A communal-award meter 194 for displaying the total award

provided during the communal wagering game is also provided on the community display

132. The communal-award meter 194 displays the overall value of the awards that have been

earned by the players over the course of the communal wagering game.

[0085] The first and second video displays 112a, 112b include a plurality of advancement

identifiers 196a-j indicating the number of stations 152 the token 140 must advance to "land

on" the indicated station 152. For example, the first video display 112a has advancement

identifiers 196a-e identifying various stations 152 along the trail 150.

[0086] According to one embodiment, the advancement indicators 196a-j identify all of the

marked properties and all of the special-event properties (as will be discussed with respect to

FIGS. 12-1 3b below) reachable within the next length of advancement, which, in the

illustrated example, is twelve stations (e.g., one roll of two dice). The advancement

indicators 196a-j may assist in allowing a player to quickly identify what length of

advancement they desire on the next "roll."



[0087] Turning now to FIGS. 12-13b, a plurality of special-feature elements will be detailed

with respect to various embodiments of the present invention. FIG. 12 illustrates special-

feature elements that award the participating players in the communal wagering game an

award that is not associated with the special-feature element itself. When a special-feature

element is achieved, a special-feature event is initiated and displayed on a community display

232.

[0088] For example, when a first special feature 260 is initiated (e.g., the "ELECTRIC

COMPANY" feature), a station designator 262 appears within the trail 250. The station

designator 262 moves around internal portion of the trail 250 pointing from station 252 to

station 252 until finally selecting one of the other stations 252 along the trail 250. Once a

station 252 has been selected by the first special feature 260, the player values associated with

that station 252 are awarded to the individual players. In some embodiments, the player

values are further increased when a special feature is initiated. For example, the first special

feature 260 can apply an additional multiplier (e.g., a 2x multiplier) to the communal values

168 (FIG. 1Ia) and award the resulting player values.

[0089] A second special feature 270 (e.g., the "railroad" feature) can also be initiated. When

a token 240 lands on a second special-feature element the second special feature 270 is

initiated. The initiation of the second special feature 270 causes a locomotive 272 positioned

on a railroad track 274 to be displayed on the community display 232. The locomotive 272

moves along the railroad track 274 and transports the token 240 back along the trail 250. The

locomotive 272 eventually stops and the token 240 is "dropped off at the station 252 where

the locomotive 272 stops. The players are then awarded their individual player values

associated with the station 252.

[0090] In addition, a third special feature 280 (e.g., the "WATER WORKS" feature) can also

be initiated. The initiation of the third special feature 280 causes a pipe 281 to form over a

plurality of stations 252. The pipe 281 includes a valve 282 located at each station 252. A

bulge 284 in the pipe 281 indicates where the token 240 is moving within the pipe 281. The

bulge 284 continues to move along the pipe 281 until one of the valves 282 opens and the

token 240 is released at a particular station 252. The players are then awarded their

individual player values associated with the station 252.



[0091] In both the second special feature 270 and the third special feature 280 the token 240

is actually moved along the trail 250, while in the first special feature 260, the token 240

remains stationary and only the station designator 262 moves hi some embodiments, the

second special feature 270 and the third special feature 280 are capable of moving the token

240 anywhere along the trail 250 in either direction. In other embodiments, however, the

second special feature 270 and the third special feature 280 are limited in the range and/or

direction they can move the token. For example, in some embodiments, the second special

feature 270 can only move the token 240 back in the direction from which it came and only

regress the token 240 five or less stations 252. hi some embodiments, the third special

feature 280 can only advance the token 240 and only for up to twelve stations 252 (e.g., one

roll of the dice).

[0092] Referring also to FIGS. 13a-b, a fourth special feature is displayed on a community

display 332. The fourth special feature is an elimination-type feature that includes a plurality

of value-bearing symbols 350 displayed on the community display 332, as illustrated in FIG.

13a. The value-bearing symbols 350 are removed one at a time— s illustrated in FIG. 13b—

until only a single value-bearing symbol 350 remains. The value associated with the single

remaining value-bearing symbol 350 is then awarded to each of the players participating in

the communal wagering game. The value associated with the single remaining value-bearing

symbol 350 may be enhanced by the value-enhancement parameters as discussed above. In

some embodiments of the present invention, the elimination-type feature is initiated when the

token 140 (FIG. Ha) advances to "CHANCE," "COMMUNITY CHEST," or "FREE

PARKING." The values associated with the plurality of value-bearing symbols 350 may vary

depending on which of the stations initiates the feature.

[0093] As discussed above, the community event may be, for example, a MONOPOLY

ONCE AROUND™ game, a different MONOPOLY ® game, or any other type of communal

game. Additionally, one or more of the above described special features within the

MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™ game may be independent community events. In

alternative embodiments, one or more of the special features are both events within the

MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™ game as well as being independent community events.

[0094] The community event may be triggered by achieving a winning combination of

symbols on any of the gaming machines 110a-f (FIG. 9) within the bank or by the signage



controller independent of the symbols appearing on the gaming machines 110a-f.

Additionally, or alternatively, the signage controller 36 (FIG. 3), or CPU 16 (FIG. 2) may

randomly trigger a community bonus event.

[0095] Once a community bonus event has been triggered, the signage controller 36, CPU 16,

or other controller randomly selects one of the plurality of independent community events to

initiate. The randomly selected community event is then displayed on the community display

132 and a plurality of players at the bank of gaming machines 110a-f are selected (e.g., by

time eligibility) to participate in the randomly selected communal wagering game.

Alternatively, the community event may be selected based on the particular winning

combination of symbols achieved during play of the basic wagering game.

[0096] According to one embodiment, the plurality of community events includes the

MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™ game and one or more of the above-described special

features as independent community events. According to still other embodiments, the

plurality of community events includes the MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™ game, one or

more of the above-described special features as independent community events, additional

community events as will be described below, or any combination thereof.

[0097] According to one particular embodiment of the present invention, the plurality of

community events includes: (1) the MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™ game (FIGS. 10-13b);

(2) a "CHANCE" elimination-type community event (similar to the elimination-type feature

illustrated in FIGS. 13a-b); (3) a "COMMUNITY CHEST" elimination-type community

event (similar to the elimination-type feature illustrated in FIGS. 13a-b); (4) a "MR.

MONOPOLY" community event (FIG. 14); (5) a "RAILROAD RICHES" community event

(FIGS. 15a-b); and (6) a "FREE PARKING" community event (FIGS. 16a-c). In this

embodiment, the signage controller 36, CPU 16, or other controller randomly selects one of

the six independent community events to initiate.

[0098] The individual community events may be weighted differently such that one or more

of the community events are more likely to be initiated than another one of the community

events. For example, the MR. MONOPOLY community event may be weighted differently

than the MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND™ game such that the MR. MONOPOLY game is

randomly selected more often (e.g., three times more often) than the MONOPOLY ONCE

AROUND™ game. Alternatively, the individual community events may be configured such



that each of the community events is initiated approximately the same number of times as

each of the other community events over time.

[0099] Turning now to FIG. 14, according to one embodiment, an increasing-award

community event 400 adapted to be displayed on a community display (e.g., community

display 132 illustrated in FIG. 9) is illustrated. In the illustrated embodiment, the increasing-

award community event 400 is a "MR. MONOPOLY" community event.

[00100] When the MR. MONOPOLY community event is initiated, MR.

MONOPOLY 410 appears on the community display (e.g., community display 132 in FIG. 9)

and begins ladling gold coins 416 out of a pot 420 while a credit prize 430 increases. The

credit prize 430 continues to increase until MR. MONOPOLY 410 stops ladling coins 416

from the pot 420. After the credit prize 430 has been increased and the ladling stops, the

credit prize 430 is awarded to each of the players participating in the community event. In

some embodiments, the credit prize 430 is increased by a player's value-enhancement

parameter earned by playing the basic wagering game, as described above with respect to

FIGS lla-c.

[00101] Referring now to FIGS. 15a-b, a value-selector community event 500 adapted

to be displayed on a community display (e.g., community display 132) is illustrated,

according to one embodiment of the present invention. In the illustrated embodiment, the

value-selector community event 500 is a "RAILROAD RICHES" community event.

[00102] When the RAILROAD RICHES community event is initiated, a moveable

strip of elements 510 (e.g., numbers, symbols, etc.) is moved through a frame 520 that forms

a selection area 530. The frame 520 is adapted to surround one or more of the elements from

the moveable strip of elements 510. The selected elements are displayed within the selection

area 530 as the moveable strip of elements 510 is moved. As illustrated in FIG. 15b, the

moveable strip of elements 510 has come to rest and the selection area 530 includes the

number "783." According to some embodiments, the selection of the number "783" awards

783 credits to each of the individual players participating the value-selector community event

500 or may be split among the players. In some embodiments, the awarded credits are

increased by a player's value-enhancement parameter earned by playing the basic wagering

game.



[00103] In the illustrated embodiment, the moveable strip 510 is illustrated as being

made up of a plurality of rail cars pulled by a locomotive 540. Each rail car includes three of

the elements from the moveable strip 510. In alternative embodiments, more or less elements

are included in each rail car while in other embodiments, the number of elements per rail car

varies from car to car. According to some embodiments of the present invention, the size of

the frame 520 varies as the moveable strip 510 is moved along the display. Thus, the

selection area 530 may, at times, include only a single element while, at other times, include

any plurality of elements from the moveable strip 510.

[00104] Turning now to FIGS. 16a-c, a progressive community event 600 is illustrated,

according to one embodiment of the present invention. The progressive community event

600, according to the illustrated embodiment, is a "FREE PARKING" community event

having four potential award levels that may be selected. The first award level 610 is the

smallest, and is represented by a first symbol 612, the "DOG," in the illustrated embodiment.

The current value for the first award level 610 is displayed within a first-level meter 614. A

plurality of first-level selectable symbols 616 are represented along a selection chain 650.

[00105] A second award level 620, generally having a larger value than the first award

level 610, is represented by a second symbol 622 (e.g., a "CAR"). The current value for the

second award level 620 is displayed within a second-level meter 624. A plurality of second-

level selectable symbols 626 are represented along the selection chain 650. A third award

level 630, generally having a larger value than both the first award level 610 and second

award level 620, is represented by a third symbol 632 (e.g., a "TOPHAT"). The current value

for the third award level 630 is displayed within the third-level meter 634. A plurality of

third-level selectable symbols 636 are represented along the selection chain 650.

[00106] A fourth award level 640, generally having a larger value than the third award

level 630, is represented by a fourth symbol 642 (e.g., a "MONEYBAG"). The current value

for the fourth award level 640 is displayed within a fourth-level meter 644. At least one

fourth-level selectable symbol 646 is represented along the selection chain 650.

[00107] Each of the award levels 610, 620, 630, 640 includes a progressive award

value that generally increases in value over time. According to some embodiments, the

progressive award values increase each time the progressive community event 600 is

initiated. According to other embodiments, the progressive award values increase: each time



any community event is initiated; after a predetermined period of time; after a particular game

outcome is achieved; after a particular amount of wagers are accepted; or by any other

method sufficient to increase the award values over time.

[00108] The selection chain 650 is illustrated as an arch surrounding a portion of the

meters 614, 624, 634, 644. Each of the symbols 612, 622, 632, 642 is represented along the

selection chain 650. However, the number of each of the symbols is varied so as to make the

selection of the first symbol 612 more likely than the selection of the second symbol 622 and

so on. Thus, it should be apparent that the likelihood of achieving the fourth award level 640

is less than the likelihood of achieving the second award level 620.

[00109] When the progressive community event 600 is initiated, a single selectable

symbol is selected from the selection chain 650. As illustrated in FIG. 16b, a selected-symbol

box 660 has been selected from the selection chain 650. The selected-symbol box 660, in the

illustrated example, indicates to a player that one of the plurality of second-level selectable

symbols 626 has been selected. An award meter 670 is displayed to indicate the amount of

the award that will be awarded to each of the players participating in the community event. In

some embodiments, the value within the award meter 670 is increased by a player's value-

enhancement parameter earned by playing the basic wagering game.

[00110] Once a particular award level has been awarded, in this case the second award

level 620, the award value resets to its predetermined second-award-level minimum which, as

illustrated in FIG. 16c, is $10.00 in this example. It should be noted that when a particular

award value is reset, the award value may, in fact, be lower than the award value for an award

level beneath the reset award level. This is especially true where a particular lower award

level has not been selected for an extended period of time.

[00111] The progressive award values, in some embodiments, are not directly

increased by the coin-in values to the gaming system 128 (FIG. 9). For example, the

progressive award values may only be increased when any of the community events are

triggered or initiated. As such, the value of the progressive awards are independent of the

coin-in values and are instead dependent on the number of times one of the community events

is initiated. In some embodiments, the progressive award values may be increased based on

the expected value for the community events as a whole, or based just on the expected value

of the MONOPOLY ONCE AROUND community event.



[00112] Turning now to FIG. 17, a process for conducting a substitute event 700 is

illustrated, according to one embodiment of the present invention. The substitute event is

initiated with a community event trigger is earned or randomly generated at step 710. As

discussed above with respect to FIG. 9, a community event may be triggered by achieving a

winning combination of symbols on any of the gaming machines 110a-f within the bank or

may be randomly triggered by the signage controller independent of the symbols appearing on

the gaming machines 110a-f.

[00113] Once a community event has been triggered, a determination is made at

decision box 720 whether a community event is already in progress. If a community game is

not in progress, a community game is initiated at step 730 and is conducted as described

above with respect to FIGS. 9-1 6c. Alternatively, if a determination is made at decision box

720 that a community event is already in progress, the eligibility for one or more of the

players at the gaming machines 110a-f—that are not currently participating in the community

event—is determined at step 740.

[00114] As detailed above, time eligibility is measured using, for example, a time slice,

which is the amount of time that a wagered amount gives eligibility to the player for entry

into the communal wagering game. If the player has eligibility during an increment of time

when the community event is triggered, and a determination is made at decision box 720 that

a community event is already in progress, then the player participates in a substitute event.

[00115] In some embodiments, the substitute event is a substitute award provided

immediately to the player at step 750. The substitute award may be displayed to a player on

the video display 12 of the gaming machine (e.g., gaming machine 10 or 110). For example,

the visual display may be similar in appearance to the display illustrated in FIG. 14. If a

player has earned a value-enhancement parameter, the substitute award is enhanced by the

parameter.

[00116] The substitute award may be a predetermined or randomly selected value and

may, for example, approximate the expected value of the community event, were that event to

be fully played to completion. Alternatively or additionally, a player receiving the substitute

award may also retain eligibility to participate in the next-initiated community event at step

730. Similarly, but alternatively, the time slice granted to a player based on a particular



wager may be increased for a player receiving the substitute award, until the next community

event is initiated at step 730.

[00117] According to some embodiments, the players determined at step 740 are

provided the opportunity to play in an individual bonus game in lieu of earning a substitute

award.

[00118] While the present invention has been described with reference to one or more

particular embodiments, those skilled in the art will recognize that many changes may be

made thereto without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. Each of

these embodiments and obvious variations thereof is contemplated as falling within the spirit

and scope of the claimed invention, which is set forth in the following claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for conducting a communal wagering game on a plurality of

gaming machines, comprising:

conducting a first community event;

if a second community event is triggered while the first community event is

being conducted, conducting a substitute event in place of the second community

event; and

if the second community event is triggered after the first community event is

completed, conducting the second community event.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising, selecting at least one

gaming machine from the plurality of gaming machines to participate in the second

community event.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the second community event is a direct

award to one or more participants in the second community event.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the direct award is randomly selected

from a plurality of possible awards.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the expected value of the direct award

approximates to the expected value of the first community event.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the second community event provides

an award of increased eligibility time for a subsequently triggered community game.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the second community event is an

individual bonus game, distinct from any bonus game provided on any non-communal

wagering game provided on the plurality of gaming machines.

8. A computer readable storage medium encoded with instructions for

directing a gaming system to perform the method of claim 1.

9. A method for conducting a communal wagering game on a plurality of

gaming machines, comprising:

triggering a first community event;

providing access to one or more first gaming machines from the plurality of

gaming machines to participate in the first community event;



providing access to a second community event prior to completion of the first

community event;

selecting one or more second gaming machines from the plurality of gaming

machines to participate in the second community event, the one or more second

gaming machines being different from the one or more first gaming machines; and

providing a substitute award to the one or more second gaming machines

without playing the second community event.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the substitute award is randomly

selected.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein an expected value of the substitute

award approximates an expected value of the second community event.

12. The method of claim 9, further comprising, increasing the substitute

award based on a value-enhancement parameter earned on the one or more second

gaming machines.

13. A computer readable storage medium encoded with instructions for

directing a gaming system to perform the method of claim 9.

14. A gaming system for playing a wagering game comprising:

a plurality of gaming machines adapted to display at least one basic wagering

game thereon and to provide an award therefrom;

at least one community display for displaying a community event thereon; and

at least one controller in communication with the at least one community

display and the plurality of gaming machines, the controller being operative to

trigger a first community event,

determine one or more first gaming machines from the plurality of gaming

machines to participate in the first community event,

trigger a second community event prior to completion of the first community

event, and

provide a substitute award to one or more second gaming machines of the

plurality of gaming machines without playing the second community

event.



15. The gaming system of claim 14, wherein the controller is further

operative to

determine the one or more second gaming machines from the plurality of

gaming machines to participate in the second community event, the one

or more second gaming machines being different from the one or more

first gaming machines selected to participate in the first community

event.

16. The gaming system of claim 15, wherein the one or more second

gaming machines were determined to be ineligible for participation in the first

community event.

17. The gaming system of claim 15, wherein the one or more second

gaming machines have become eligible only after the one or more first gaming

machines have been determined.

18. The gaming system of claim 14, wherein the at least one controller is a

signage controller located external to the plurality of gaming machines.

19. The gaming system of claim 14, wherein the at least one controller is

located within one of the plurality of gaming machines.

20. The gaming system of claim 14, wherein the substitute award is

randomly selected.

21. The gaming system of claim 20, wherein an expected value of the

substitute award approximates an expected value of the second community event.

22. The gaming system of claim 14, further comprising, increasing the

substitute award based on a value-enhancement parameter earned on the one or more

second gaming machines.
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